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Hampton visits Laurier
Kristina Spence
Provincial NDP leader, Howard
Hampton, arrived at Laurier on
Friday, January 21 to announce his
party's plan for tuitionreform.
Tom McKay, President of the
Laurier Activist New Democrats
(LAND), introduced Howard
Hampton to the crowd promptly at
2:00 p.m.
Hampton began by informing the
crowd of the government's decision
to revoke funding to Ontario's NHL
teams and expressed his shock over
the government even considering
such action.
The provincial NDP leader then
moved on to discuss his thoughts on
the new "knowledge era" and the
importance of education in the
future.
"Access to education is one of the
most important investments we can
make," Hampton said.
Hampton, who has a BA, a
Bachelor of Education and is cur-
rently still a student, said it is the
wrong policy to increase tuition fees.
The NDP strategy to decrease
tuition costs involves reregulating
programs and cutting other pro-
grams' tuition by 10 per cent.
Hampton estimated it would cost
$140 million per year to sustain the
cut in tuition. In terms of acquiring
the funds, Hampton suggested
acquiring the $70 million which the
government was going to give the
NHLteams. Hampton also suggested
another $4 million could have been
saved if the Harris Millennium book
project had been scrapped.
"If you don't have access to uni-
versity, you are headed towards jobs
with minimum wage. We have to
have access to post-secondary edu-
cation," he said.
Hampton complimented the
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) for their work with Campaign
2000 and commended them "...for
making this a public issue."
Hampton quickly wrapped up his
plan for decreasing tuition by saying
that investing in Ontario students is
"We have to
have access
to post-
secondary
education."
to invest in the people and future of
Ontario.
After welcoming students to join
him and the LAND in Wilfs den,
Hampton accepted questions from
the crowd.
The first question came from an
Arts student who asked how
Hampton felt about Arts programs
being part of university.
Hampton said the question
brought up the issue of whether col-
leges and universities should be for
training for a job.
"I believe in the merits of an edu-
cation that does not lead directly to a
job," he said.
Employers are more interested in
their employees being able to work,
think, analyze, write and work co-
operatively, said Hampton.
WLUSU Chair of the Board,
Jeffrey Kroeker, said that tuition fees
rose 41% during the time NDP
leader Bob Rae was in power and
asked how Hampton personally
helped in the students' battle for
lower tuition at that time.
Hampton said the Mulroney and
Chretien governments reduced
transfer payments which forced the
NDP government to raise tuition.
'The biggest culprit here is the
federal government," Hampton said.
He said he was not just pointing a
finger at Harris and reiterated that
provincial and federal governments
have a responsibility to invest in the
skills and knowledge of their citizens.
Hampton acknowledged the fact
that Raes govern ment increased
tuition but said it was because of low
transfer payments from the federal
government.
When asked about students
graduating with debts, Hampton
said the government has changed a
public debt into private debt.
It is a public investment we need
to make, said Hampton.
COntinuHe also mentioned some of
the new bankruptcy regulations that
do not allow students to default on
their loans and asked what this
might mean five, ten years down the
road.
"Governments have aken what
should be a public debt and made it
private and put it on the shoulders of
people who are least likely to shoul-
der it," Hampton said.
A graduate Music student from
Saskatchwan asked about Roy
Romano's elimination of tuition for
the first year of university and how
governments could plan to offer fur-
ther reductions in tuition fees.
Hampton said the program was ini-
tiated because the feeling was by
getting them [students] in, a greater
number of students would attend
and then be more likely to attend for
the following years. He said it is a
particular problem in rural
Saskatchewan but did not think it
solves the overaJl problem.
After a couple more questions from
the crowd, Hampton concluded his
talk by stating that Canada was
more willing to invest in him than
current students and that brain
drain is mostly occunng in the health
care sector because it is not seen as
a priority. Hampton said the unwill-
ingness to make an investment in
young people is putting todays and
tomorrow's debt on you.
"We need to invest in our province. I
can't say it any plainer than that."
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
Movie magic rolls into motion
Kristina Spence
Chants and cheers abounded on Tuesday,
January 25 as Winter Carnival 2000 teams
gathered for Open Ceremonies on the third
floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
The evening kicked off the five-day festival
ofsnow and spirit which has become a Laurier
tradition.
This years theme is "Movie Mania" and
various events are named after well-loved
films of yesterday and today.
Wednesday features a "First Knight" obsta-
cle course, a "Waterworld" water polo game,
and an "Austin Powers" scavenger hunt.
Thursdays playbill includes an "Edward
Scissorhands" snow sculpture contest and a
"Mission Impossible" scavenger hunt.
The Friday events showcase a "Scream"
cheer-off, "Titanic" water relay, "Happy
Gilmour" golf game, a "Days of Thunder"
1960s car race and a "Footloose" dance party.
One of the most popular events is saved
until Saturday afternoon and needs no intro-
duction other than the film title "The Wedding
Singer."
Fittingly, the last event of the Winter
Carnival will be the Academy Awards in the
Turret on Saturday night at 8:00 p.m.
To keep tabs on your favourite team's score,
check out the bright yellow scoreboard on the
wall between the Students' Union and Student
Publication offices.
Enjoy the five-day snow-filled fun and best
of luck to all the participants in Winter Carnival
2000.
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Sentenced for
drunk driving
Afour-year prison sentence mid 15-
year
ban on driving was delivered to
23-year-old Sarah Lebeau after she
was convicted in the drunk driving
deaths of her four friends in 1996.
Hie Crown attorney said he will
consider appealing the sentence
because he originally asked for an
eight-year prison sentence and life-
time ban on driving.
The accident occurred while
driving home from a barn party
which had been held in honour of
one of the victims who was leaving
for Australia.
Enjoy your
flight
Passengers who exhibit "air rage"
or attempt to become members of
the "Mile lligh Club" may soon bo
penalized in Canada for their behav-
iour. Common offences such as
causing disturbances, indecent exhi-
bition and public nudity are being
considered as potential inclusions in
the future draft oftheCriminal Code.
From January through
September 1998, 198 incidents
were reported at Pearson
International, most involving alco-
hol, and charges were laid in 46
Cases.
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No hugs in
Manitoba
An elementary school in Manitoba
outlawed hugging in its hallways.
Donna Kormilo, school principal,
says it may encourage sexual
harassment, compromise the safety
of the hallways and make students
late for class.
Students are being asked to per-
form other forms of greeting, such
as high-fives, so to allow for more
room in the school corridors and to
avoid the potential of future inap-
propriate touching.
Accelerated
decrepitude
The Canadian Journal on Aging
recently reported the design of
retirement homes accelerates the
aging process. :•• •
Since retirement homes are built
to keep residents safe and away
from physical danger, residents
spend moretime on elevators and in
golf carts than seniors who live inde-
pendently.
About five per cent of Ginadians
over 65 and more than hall'over 80
years old live in retirement homes.
Most homes try to have recre-
ational
programs to incorporate
some form of physical activity for
their residents but many choose not
News
New Canadian cash?
Kristina Spence
Maybe money isn't everything but it
certainly plays a role in a nation's
identity.
On Wednesday, January 19, at
7:00 p.m., the Department of
Economics presented the Society of
Management Accountants ofCanada
sponsored event:"The Loonie, the
Greenback or the Amero? On the
Future of Canada's Currency: A
Public Debate."
A panel of four distinguished
speakers presented their views ofthe
Canadian dollar to a near-capacity
crowd in the Maureen Forrester
Recital Hall.
Dr. Bob Rosehart, University
President and Vice-Chancellor,
opened the evening's events and
called it"The Great Loonie Debate."
Rosehart handed the proceedings
over to moderator Bill Morrison, an
Associate Professor of Economics at
Laurier. Morrison discussed the
future of mergers among various
organizations andhoped everyone in
attendance would leave the evening
more informed.
First to speak was Herbert
Grubel, David Somerville Chair in
Taxation and Finance at the Fraser
Institute and Professor Emeritus
fromSimon Fraser, who focussed on
the benefits of Canada adopting the
US dollar as its currency. Grubel
cited lower interest rates and
increased employment and wages as
the microeconomic benefits and
argued that usage of the US dollar
"...in no way will prevent Lloyd
Axworthy from sharing Cuban cigars
and Moosehead beer with Fidel
Castro." Grubel said there is a
greater fear of there not being bene-
fits for the US so they would not want
Canada to use their currency.
Professor of Economics at the
University of Toronto, Jack Carr, said
there are two options to consider: the
first would be to create a common
currency for Canadians, Mexicans
and Americans and the second being
for Canada to adopt the US dollar.
Carr said it is important to con-
sider the political issues surrounding
a common currency since the cre-
ation of the Euro was partly based on
the countries involved wanting polit-
ical unison. Among the disadvan-
tages Carr listed, the greater ease of
separation of Quebec and US control
over Canadian monetary policy stood
out as two main reasons to keep the
loonie.
B.C. Telephone Professor of
Economics at Simon Fraser, Richard
G. Harris, said he thinks currencies
will become regional goods and
favours a common currency and
fixed interest rate. Using examples of
the Vancouver Canucks and other
Canadian companies, Harris said
[US] doUarization is occurring incre-
mentally and it is strategically impor-
tant for us to look into the possibility
of using American money. Harris
concluded by saying he'd rather buy
his groceries with US dollars than
have his children move to San
Francisco for work.
William B. P. Robson, Senior
Policy Analyst at the C.D. Howe
Institute in Toronto, said the curren-
cy issue is a case of the grass looking
greener on the other side.
"If we focus on the actual mone-
tary situation in the US, it isn't that
good. We're not going to like the look
of the grass up close," Robson said.
Robson discussed how, if the US
dollar was adopted, the revenue
made by the Bank of Canada would
be earned by the US Federal Reserve
because Canada would not print its
own money. Robson also said the US
has said it is not interested in provid-
ing money for other countries and if
Canadians did accept US money only
American voters would influence the
Central Bank.
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An interview with Hampton
Asad Kiyani
A little more than a year ago, Howard Hampton
came to Laurier in the run-up to last summer's
provincial election. At that time, he was pushing a
socialist agenda advocating reinvestment in health
care, education and other social services. Now, just
months after the NDP's poor showing in the
provincial election, Hampton returned to Laurier
to begin the process of recruiting students to the
NDP cause.
During his short visit, Hampton toured the
school and arrived at the Cord office for a short
conversation about the debacle of the recent
provincial election, the private member's bill on
tuition reduction and his plans for the NDP's
future.
But why would Hampton come to a school as
small as Laurier to reveal a provincial bill for the
first time, especially when a larger market exists in
Toronto or even at the University of Waterloo?
Hesitating slightly when asked, Hampton quickly
recovered.
"Kitchener-Waterloo is very much a university
community," said Hampton. "It has an apprecia-
tion for political work and a lot of activist stu-
dents."
The private member's bill the NDP plans to
sponsor seems to necessitate increased govern-
ment spending, an extremely unpopular phrase.
YetHampton argues thatMike Harris is increasing
public spending with the NHLsubsidy and the fed-
eral Liberals are increasing spending as well with
a $70 million subsidy.
"I'm talking about real priorities and thought-
ful investment," said Hampton. "It is not a matter
of we have to dramatically increase government
spending. You must make an investment too."
According to Hampton, the bill is the first step
towards greater reductions in tuition fees. He
referred to several Western European countries
where post-secondary tuition is non-existent, say-
ing that it was a direction the NDP wantedto move
in - even if it was not ready to do so right away
"Within a long term perspective," said
Hampton, "we have to look atcontinuing to reduce
tuition fees."
He went on to emphasize the importance of
education, especially within the context of the
knowledge economy which is coming to dominate
the Western economic system.
"We used to live off our natural resources,"
said Hampton. In the recent past, however, "we
have lived off our proximity to the United States."
In order to make the changes he is talking
about, Hampton needs to have a majority govern-
ment.Yet the NDP was crushed in the most recent
elections. Still, Hampton insists the NDP is not out
of touch with the people of Ontario.
"When I was out [on the campaign trail], I had
a lot of people come up to me and say, 'I like what
you're saying, I agree with what you're saying and
I'm glad there's someone making these points',"
said Hampton. "Sometimes you can run the right
campaign and not get the results you should."
Still, he is aware that private member's bills
won't be enough to effect the kind of change the
NDP is looking to and some changes need to be
made. However, those changes don't involve any
sort of substantial leadership changes.
"There are some things I think we need to do
differently," said Hampton. "We have to change
our approach to elections."
Yet that change is not necessarily a result of
poor NDP policies, but more because of provincial
election procedures.
"The Harris government made some drastic
changes to election policy and law," said Hampton.
"They allowed increased campaign spending,
especially for television advertising and shortened
the campaign period, making that advertising that
much more impactful."
More importantly, "There was less time for
public thought, debate and involvement in the
process," said Hampton.
In terms of the future of the NDP in Ontario,
Hampton thinks that the outlook is brighter than
the currentstate.
"1 think the pendulum is already swinging back
[to the NDP]," said Hampton. He cited the exam-
ples of socialist governments recently elected in
Western Europe and New Zealand and the NDPs
provincial success in the West and Prairie
provinces.
The most important realization that needs to
be made, said Hampton, is that social welfare is of
paramount importance.
"Investing in our own people," said Hampton,
"is the most important investment to make."
Soliciting the
STUDENT VOTE
Jim Donnelly
Provincial NDP leader Howard Hampton was in
town Friday, and, in typical political fashion,
wasted no time in soliciting the student vote at
WLU. ■
In an attempt to guage the political climate of
Laurier students Hampton took to the streets,
hunting the frozen wastes ofKing and University
for signs of political life. The weather was cold,
however/and potential victims for the party
leader were scarce.
"There's a question I would like to ask you,"
is how Hampton typically began his approach,
once he had found a suitable target Hie unwary
student would look up and, if their face was too
cold to talk, simply nod a reply.
. "The federal government said they want to
help NHL teams financially through the use of
tax dollars," he would continue: "Wouldn't you
rather see that money spent on the university
system?
More often than not the student would agree.
A long scrap of paper was then thrust into the
student's hands, a scrap ofpaper beseeching stu-
dents to pledge their names to the NDP caucus.
Continued on page 5
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Student strike
Alison Golob
On Wednesday, February 2, universi-
ty students across the country are
walking out of classes to protest the
rising cost of post-secondary educa-
tion, the staggering debt loads and
drastic cuts to public funding which
limit accessibility to education for
more and more Canadians every
year.
In Ontario, tuition has increased
by 140 per cent since 1995, while the
province has cut $400 million from
post-s- >ndary education and aver-
age yearly student debt has increased
by over 150%. According to the
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS), student mobilization has been
effective in gaining tuition fee freezes
in British Columbia, Quebec and
Newfoundland.
Strike 2000 is part of the cross-
Canada Access 2000 campaign call-
ing for a national system of need-
based grants, reduced tuition fees,
reinstatementof $3.7 billion in trans-
fer payments to provinces for post-
secondary education and national
standards for quality in education.
Laurier events on strike day
include a free BBQ at the Grad House
from 11-12:30 and a Speakers'
Corner, where emails and faxes can
be sent to MPs and MPPs to express
your concern with student debt. A
panel discussion entitled, "Student
Debt and Access to Education," will
occur from 12:30-1:30 in the Paul
Martin Centre. Participants include
WLU president Dr. Robert Rosehart,
faculty member Dr. Joyce Lorimer,
WLUSU president.Devin Grady and
WLUGSA president Cherie Werhun.
Topics include the value ofeducation
in Canada, the role of government
and corporations in universities, and
the impact of student debt on the
future prosperity of Canada. Student
participation is encouraged. A Teach-
in will follow to involve students and
professors dealing with topics relat-
ing to accessible education.
Joel Harden of the CFS will be
answering questions about Strike
2000at a brown-bag lunch presenta-
tion (12-1) at the Grad House,
Monday, January 31st. Petitions
endorsing Access 2000 will be avail-
able at the Grad House and at all
events, allowing those who cannot
participate on strike day to demon-
strate the importance of affordable
education for all Canadians. Please
note WLUFA has supported a penal-
ty-free day for students so be sure to
speak with your professor about par-
ticipating in Strike 2000.
WLUSU:Budgetnews
KristinaSpence
mmmmmmamwmsmammmmtmmmmm
nie VVLUSU Board ofDirectors com-
pleted some spring cleaning and
ushered in new items at Uie January
20 meeting.
After passing minutes from meet-
ings dating back to September 20,
1999 up until January 12, 2000.
President Devin Grady presented his
report.
Grady informed die Board about
plans for die Values and Visions proj-
ect. that "The Union" newsletter
: ■ -> < ■. ■.: - ' -'
being included as an insert in the
Cord and about die referendum
questions." -u ' .■ •
Students will be asked to approve
amendments to bylaws which will
officially bring die total number of
members on the Board of Directors
from die current four to 17. Both
VVLUSU and WLUSP will need to
have these changes approved to
order to be in good standing with die
Ontario government.
Grady also introduced the
restructuring of Student Services
yyhich will be voted on by die Board
at diis week's meeting.
VP:University Affairs, Cameron'
Ballantyne, dien made a quick intro-
duction of the new Laurier Students
for literacy (LSFL) mascot donated
by Zellers: Curtis E. Cougar.
Now WLUSP representative.
Cord Opinion Editor Asad Kiyani,
updated the Board on die events
going on at WLUSP, KrLsta Neher's
resignation and Cord EIC Sarah
Scliiefer's current understanding
about the Union newsletter.
Aftermaking a few changes to his
amendments, ConsUtutional
Operations Development Committee
Chair, Eric Davis, presented a motion
for the approval of the bylaws at the
next VVLUSU meeting.
VPrFinanee, Jefl' Burrow, then
presented thePeriod 9 statements of
the Union. The statements indicated
The Pita Shack's success but also
showed a major loss of business at
Wilft,
The Union currently expects to
have about $200,000 available at the
end of the year which will be put
towards establishing the initiatives of
the Union Renewal Commission.
After a few Student Wish List
items from Board members, Joe
Overdeyest discussed BOD clothing,
specifically a black and silver sweat-
shirt, and had members sign up for
their sweatshirts.
The meeting then went in-camera.
WLUSP:Cord quality
JimDonnelly
The WLUSP Board of Directors
joined hands and came together for
their monthly board meeting
Wenesday in the library conference
room.
Following ratification of the agen-
da and minutes, the first topic of dis-
cussion was the rather suspect state
of the Cord's colour and photo quali-
ty for the week of January 19. Cord
EIC Sarah Schiefer even went as far
as to call it "absolutely awful."
"This has been an ongoing thing all
year, but this week it's reached a new
low," she said. "I don't know what to
do about it anymore."
Various members of the board
expressed their disgust concerning
WLUSP's current printing company,
Hamilton Web. Concerns that
Student Publications could begin to
lose revenue because printing prob-
lems were voiced.
The possibility of switching to a
new printer, more specifically Oxford
Web Publications, was discussed at
length but to no definite conclusion.
"We need to analyse this problem
more thoroughly," said WLUSP
VP:Finance Anthony Del Col.
"(Switching companies) is still a pos-
sibility right now, but it's not too far-
flung an idea."
The WLUSU newsletter, 'The
Union,' and its implications in
regards to WLUSP was also dis-
cussed.
"The next version of The Unionwill
be inserted in the Cord," said
Schiefer. "Whether or not future edi-
tions will be similarly inserted may
be decided on a month-by-month
basis." The Board had reservations,
however, about a proposed special
edition of the newsletter in April
which would feature presidential
and vice-presidential election plat-
forms.
"I'm not comfortable with the idea,
simply because it says that it's okay
for them to cover what we cover,"
Schiefer said. The Board was most
receptive to the idea of becoming
involved with a new Canadian multi-
university website entitled "Campus
Beats," currently in existence at the
University of Calgary and soon to be
launched at WLU. A relationship
between WLUSP and the new site
would serve, in Del Col's words, as a
"symbiotic relationship."
The Board also discussed the
WLUSP Marketing Blitz which took
place last week and it was deemed
successful.
A short in camera session conclud-
ed the meeting.
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Each speaker was then allowed a
10-minute rebuttal of the other
speakers' arguments before ques-
tions or comments from the panelists
were accepted.
WLU Masters of Business
Economics student, Sarah Facey,
asked the speakers if Canadashould
start discussions about bringing in
the US dollar with Americans.
Carr said he thought Canada
would be better off not talking with
the US and Robson said he doesn't
think dollarization is occurring so he
doesn't see a need to begin talks.
"It would be better if Canada
looked like it didn't need to do it,"
Robson said.
John Murray, Chief of the
International Department at the
Bank of Canada, said American and
Canadian economies are still very
different probably because of the
importance of commodities in
Canada and that manufactured
products have become our impor-
tant exports even though we import
a lot.
As well, Murray said foreign cur-
rency deposits into Canadian banks
are increasing but we are now less
dollarized than 20 years ago.
Last to speak was Catherine
Mann, Senior Fellow at the Institute
for International Economics in
Washington, DC.
Mann said there is not a lot of
data on these issues and asked the
crowd if they thought there was any-
thing wrong with Canada.
Not many hands were raised in
the crowd.
Mann concluded her thoughts by
saying we have to remember that in
adopting the US dollar, Canadians
must also accept US tax and labour
laws.
"We can't do it with the currency
alone.. .it must be done in a package.
Do you want the package or just eat
the cherry off the ice cream cone?"
Report on Senate
Jim Donnelly
The ever-distinguished Laurier
Senate met once again on January
19, at the Paul Martin Centre.
University President Dr. Bob
Rosehart opened the meeting with
some interesting remarks concern-
ing the issue of government funding
,
°
...
and Ontano university.
• ' \ 1 -
"The climate has changed some-
what since December," he said.
"Before it was fairly conciliatory,
however, now it seems the govern-
mentis looking at other options."
At a meeting in December, it was
decided to send a letter to Premier
Mike Harris stating, in so many
words, that it's time for the Ontario
government to put up or shut up.
The Premier, however, didn'tseem to
like the tone of the message.
"He, unfortunately, interpreted the
letter as threatening," said Senate
member and Laurier history prof
Terry Copp. "As a result, we had a
saw-off in discussion just before
. Christmas."
The President mentioned the
establishment of private institutions
as a possible solution to expected
growth of about 88,000 students.
"I can definitely see private univer-
sities on the horizon. This will move
some of the coming influx ofstudents
to other sectors," he said
Several minor changes to depart-
ment curricula of several depart-
ments were approved by the Senate,
both undergraduate and graduate.
The Business Department added a
new graduate course, BU 615, enti-
tled Environmental Management.
Not to be outdone, the Department
ofEconomics also added one of their
own,EC 690, an independent studies
course.
The Senate Ceremonials
Committee presented their recom-
mendations to the Senate: the hood
for any honorary degree in Science
have a five inch gold trim, and that
the hood for the combined
'■ • - ■ •-
in a half inch blue and a half inch
gold at the vee at the frontline, and
■
one inch hhie/gold at the tail of the
hood.
The discussion topic of the
meeting concerned the VVLU Alumni
Association's five-year Strategic
Plan,
The purpose, according to the
WLUAA, is to promote active alumni
participation in the affairs of the uni-
versity, and to provide maximum
benefit to alumni.
The plan's objectives are as follows:
1) To improve the quality of commu-
nication with alumni; 2) To increase
the number ofalumni reached; 3) To
provide alumni with more affinity
and other services and programs
that alumni value; 4) Optimize rev-
enue to provide funding required to
maximize alumni benefit; and 5) to
strengthen alumni bond to the uni-
versity and WLUAA.
A brief in camera session took
place at the end of the meeting.
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Opinion
A Student Revolt
I want a revolution.
That's a fairly bold statement to be mak-
ing, for implicit in the demand forrevolution
is the idea that something needs to be
changed dramatically. I understand the
weight ofmy simple words, but I think they
are justified.
A revolution is needed. A revolution in
terms ofhowwe think, howwe act, how we
view each other and how we view our-
selves. Simply put, we don't give ourselves
the respect we need to, the respect we
should, the respect we deserve.
What do we deserve respect for? We
deserve respect for being reasonably intelli-
gent individuals with a vested interest in the
development and advancement of student
life. We deserve respect for being able to
understand thekey issues thataffect us and
critically analyze them to see how they
impact on our lives and on the fixture. Most
importantly, we deserve respect as the
masses whose self-interest should form the
mandates of our elected leaders.
Unfortunately, that respect has been
sadly lacking in recent times. TheUniversity
continues to push forward a radical pro-
gram of irresponsible growth that
will
strain the limited resources of this school
like never before. University officials have
been two-faced in their response to accusa-
tions of their irresponsibility, saying they
plan to increase enrollment by one amount
and then actually increasing it by five times
thatamount. In the next few years, the uni-
versity wants to increase enrollment to the
ridiculous number of 12,000 people.
The reason they have been able to do so
is not just because they don't respect our
opinion. Ask any of your friends why they
came here and I guarantee at least seven
out often will say the small size of the school
was a big factor. While the administration
is
well aware ofthis and pushes the small size
of Laurier as a major recruiting point, it
turns right around and does its utmost to
destroy the reality of that situation while
perpetuating and capitalizing on the myth.
We don't
recognize
that our voice
is the
paramount
voice on
campus.
Yet the real reason the University is get-
ting away with this is not because they
don't
respect our opinions as students. It is
because we ourselves don't respect our
opinions as students.
We don't understand that this school is
predicated not on profit but on our educa-
tion and improving the quality of that edu-
cation. We seem afraid to stand up and say
whatwe are getting is not good enough and
what theUniversity plans to do will worsen
that situation. We don't recognize that our
voice - not that of Chancellor Cleghorn or
President Rosehart - is the preeminent and
paramount voice on campus. We don't real-
ize that our concerns and demands are not
only the most important, but very realistic.
This worry extends to student politics as
well, for it is our student leaders - especial-
ly in the Students' Union - who are sup-
posed to stand up and represent our con-
cerns. But it seems this is not the case.
When was the last time someone from
WLUSU asked you for your input on
growth? A tiny survey distributed to 200 or
300 people months after the University put
in motion its plan for expansion is too little
too late.
To change this for the better, we as stu-
dents need to give ourselves the proper
respect we deserve. Namely, we need to
stand up and say we are an important voice
on campus and our interests and concerns
need to be voiced, heard and acted upon.
We need to stand up and say we are tired
of the appeasement policy practiced by our
current student leaders and the apathetic
ignorance we choose to drown ourselves in.
We, as a student body - student politicians,
student journalists, students period - need
to come together in a broad coalition and
voice our concerns as one.
That revolution in thought and action is
the only way to regain the respect which is
our due.
Asad Kiyani
Opinion Editor
iTheopinions expressed in this editorial are those of tfie
■ author, and donot reflect those ofThe CordStaff, the edi-
torial board, or WLUSP. ■ .v'r
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Don't Just
Bitch, Go
Vote...... Bitch!
DearEditor,
Voting replaced complaining as the com-
mon man's way of affecting social change
about 200 years ago. By voting, people
could finally express their thoughts on their
government's behaviour more effectively
thansimply whining or, on occasion, taking
to the streets, pitchforks in hand.
With this in mind, it is shocking to see
how few Laurier students exercise their
right to vote. It is nearly impossible to spend
a day on campus without hearing students
complaining about some aspect of campus
life. Go to 202 Regina and look at the lines of
students mad atthe wait. Attend a class dis-
cussion and the rising cost of tuition and
other fees is mentioned. Have dinner at
Wilfs and listen to tlie whispers about the
sub-par service. "Opt out" of your student
health plan and still pay a charge.
Admittedly, there is a lot to complain about.
However, I for one am tired of people
telling me what they feel is wrong with their
school, and then not voting because they
claim to have been too busy, or that they did-
n't know the issues or the candidates.
Laurier students devote plenty of time in
their day to complaining, and seem to know
the issues quite well. But why waste our
time and energy venting to our friends
when we couldbe taking a stand and mak-
ing a difference? By this I mean voting in the
upcoming WLUSUAVLUSPelections.
I am not advocating whom you should
vote for. This is a personal decision, and
should be based on who you feel will change
the issues thatmatter the most to you. What
I do advocate is ending student electoral
apathy on campus - apathy reflected in a
less than 20% turnout in the last election. If
you vote and theperson you
chose to repre-
sent you does not do what you voted them
into office for, then by all means, resume
complaining.
Christina Lee
An Ordeal For
An Education
Dear Editor,
I happen to be one of the international stu-
dents from Africa. I grew up in Nigeria and
England. Somehow, my ordeal started
when the desire to pursue my post-gradu-
ate studies in business and economics came
up. This meant I had to sell off some of my
personal effects to raise enough funds for
the program.
With the Canadian High Commission
Office being shut down in my country due to
some unpalatable political environment, I
really suffered a great deal in the hands of
unfriendly Canadianimmigration officials in
Ghana, a neighbouring country that was
close enough to my country for a Student
Visa application. This, as a matter of fact,
compounded my problem because of the
extra financial demand of a $250 (US)
return ticket fromNigeria to Ghana.
To make the situation worse, these
immigration guys had to schedule another
appointment for me that naturally became
exceedingly expensive and plunged me into
a serious financial mess.
Meanwhile, the German immigration
officials added to my problems at Frankfurt
Airport. They denied me access to my rela-
tives, whohad come to pick me up for lunch
during my nine-hour layover. Therein, I was
left without food throughout the period until
the flight was announced.
Upon arriving at campus, I was greeted
with an unforgiving winter environment,
which made the euphoria and excitement I
had a mootissue. Since classes had already
begun three weeks earlier, I decided to elic-
it the support of my classmates. But this only
added to my grievous ordeal due to their
indifferent and nonchalant attitude toward
my plight, even though they were dearly
needed.
I finally decided to take up a part-time
on-campus job with the Custodial
Department to supplement and augment
certain needs. To my amazement, a young
lady in Social Science saw me working on
this day and quickly passed a comment say-
ing "Is sweeping really a nice job?" I bet
she'd know it's a really nice job if she
changed her nationality or citizenship to one
of those developing countries.
I want to thank Laurier Christian
Fellowship (LCF) which makes every mem-
ber feel loved and cared for irrespective of
their origin, colour and race.
Jide Gab
SCARY MONSTERS
Dear Editor,
I am afraid of Blue Monsters.
Kiran Kharaud
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The Right Perspective
Smoking Up
a Storm
Chris Schafer
Recently, in an attempt to curb the
steady increase in young smokers
and to encourage aging smokers to
quit, the federal government pro-
posed that tobacco companies dis-
play one of 16 graphic real-life pic-
tures on its cigarette packages. The
grisly pictures include cancer-ridden
lungs, stained teeth, and diseased
brains. Allan Rock, the federal
Minister of Health, claims these new
packages "will reach smokers direct-
ly and effectively."
Undoubtedly, Allan Rock Is right.
The pictures which are proposed to
cover up to 50 percent of the package
itself, will hit smokers right in the
face when they purchase their
smokes and light up. However, the
point of this article is not to argue
whether Mr. Rock's proposed pack-
ages
will prove effective, it is to
examine more thoroughly some of
the hypocrisy inherent in this scheme
by the federal government.
IfOttawa is so concerned with the
ill-health effects experienced by
smokers and in curbing the increase
in smoking among Canadian youth,
why does it not move to place a full
The
government
wants to
have its
cigarette
and smoke
it too.
ban on the production and sale of
cigarettes on Canadian soil? The
point is the government wants to
have its cigarette and smoke it too. It
wants to portray itself as the ultimate
public health protector, yet is unwill-
ing to forgo the huge profits it reaps
in the formoftaxes on every package
of cigarettes sold in this country.
Moreover, why should one indus-
try have to face unfair regulation on
the sale of its legal products, when
other equally unhealthy manufactur-
ers face no such regulation. The
hypocrisy exists in the fact that for
example, the government places no
such obligations on the producers of
alcohol. The argument can be made
that alcohol is a product unlike ciga-
rettes in that it has many associated
detrimental health effects. Hence,
why not a picture of a diseased liver
on a bottle of vodka?
In the end, these proposed pack-
ages including previous government
initiatives in this area, are further
examples of the "nanny state"
approach of this government and its
blatant hypocrisy.
Nevertheless, since we are on the
topic of government-issued package
designs, why not try to stem the tide
of obesity in Canadian society by
mandating pictures of obese men
and women and blocked arteries on
packages of potato chips?
Are People
Too (I)
Dear Laurier Students, Staff and
Administration (and Editor),
I would like to take this opportunity
to formally apologize to my good
friend and to all of you for my recent
actions. As a prank, I used a friend's
OneCard to order food.
Unbeknownst to me, 1 was commit-
ting theft and fraud. I had every
intention of reimbursing my friend,
but that does not excuse my actions
or my ignorance. The OneCard office
found out about this and now I am
under review by the DAC. I hope this
serves as a deterrent in the future
and a reminder that even harmless
pranks amongst friends can go too
far. Once again, my apologies go out
to the Laurier students and my good
friend who I hope can learn to trust
me again.
Chris Goodwin
(II)
Dear Laurier Students, Staff and
Faculty (and Editor),
I would like to apologize to everyone
in the Laurier community for my
recent actions. In what I now realize
was a very stupid prank, I used a
friend's meal card without his knowl-
edge. While I was absolutely going to
pay him back after he found out, it
was an idiotic prank that I should
have never engaged in. Being
extremely naive at the time, I didn't
realize that I was severely abusing
the OneCard system as well as the
school. My actions constituted theft
as well as fraud. I am truly sorry for
my actions and I hope that my fellow
peers can forgive me. Hopefully this
situation serves as a deterrent for
other students who are thinking
about committing pranks that may
harm the Laurier community. I was
caught by the OneCard system and
anyone who tries the same thing will
get caught as well. My sincere apolo-
gies to my friend and more impor-
tantly to my fellow students because
you're the ones who get hurt more by
stupid pranks like the one I engaged
in.
Paul Sahota
Fast Food
Something for
the Ladies
Timothy Mark Phillips
feminism -n.l.a doctrine advocat-
ing social, political and economic
rights for women equal to men.
The term "feminism" has recently
suffered a barrage of negative con-
notations. Today's stereotype of a
"feminist" Ls thatof a militant lesbian
with a shaved head, who opposes
fun and favours
mass castrations.
Since I consider
myself a feminist,
wouldn't that
mean I am a mili-
tant lesbian with
a shaved head,
who opposes fun
and favours mass
castrations?
1 don't think
so. I'm about as
militant as the
Swiss Army, and
even though the thought of being a
lesbian seems appealing, I don't
think it is biologically possible in my
case. Also, I would never shave my
head. I have seen the havoc male-
pattern baldness has wreaked in my
father's life. Why would I put myself
through that sort of trauma volun-
tarily? Lastly, I consider myself a
fun-loving guy, and there's some-
thing about the idea of mass castra-
tion that goes against my idea of
"fun."
I believe in the equal but different
philosophy of feminism. I feel
women should be treated equally to
We as a
society
seem more
comfortable
denigrating
women.
men under the law and with regards
to income earned for work of equal
value.
However, at the same time, soci-
ety must not ignore the fundamental
differences between the sexes. Men
and women tend to have very differ-
ent physical and emotional systems,
facilitating differences in wants and
needs. I believe these differences
must be nurtured. I, therefore, will
fulfill the wants of a woman - open-
ing a door, paying for a dinner - in
the hopes that my needs (we won't
get into these) will be fulfilled.
1 feel this is a very common atti-
tude, even though
most people don't
talk out loud
about it, nor write
about it in an
opinion column.
Why then has
"feminis m
"
become such a
dirty word? I'm
not totally sure of
the answer.
It is strange that
words like "bitch"
and "ho" have become common-
place (if you don't believe me, watch
BET for a couple of hours) while the
word "feminism" has become the
ultimate F-word.
We, as a society, seem more com-
fortable denigrating women rather
than relating to them on equal
terms. Somehow "Where my bitch-
es at?" has a much better ring to it
than "Where my feminists at?"
How then can "feminism" break
free from these negative connota-
tions?
My solution is simple - change
the word. I propose "BWA" -
"Bitches With Attitudes."
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AIDS in Africa
AIDS crisis exceeds epidemic proportions in Sub-Saharan Africa
Chris Pearce & Asad Kiyani
With all the signs there, they really
should have seen it coining. U
A« early as 1991, abundant
pov v, a suspect social standard,
and the virtual nonexistence of a
healthcare or education infrastruc-
ture all pointed toward impending
doom in one form or another.
As far as AIDS was concerned,
the environment in Africa was
much like a dry forest in fall.
„
All it took was a spark to .
set the southern part of
the continent ablaze
with the AIDS fire, burn-
ing the population of they
Sub-Saharan region from
the inside-out. By this point,
AIDS has touched the lives of
everyone in the region in one way or
another -the loss of family, friendsor
co-workers.
Perhaps the West was aware of
the potential for a rapid spread of the
virus (and may indeed have appreci-
ated its ability to balance population
growth in the region), but failed to
accurately foresee the long-term
economic and social consequences
for themselves, and were thus slow
to act. Now, as the extensive implica-
tions of the situation come into focus,
Western leadersand the internation-
al media have become entirely more
concerned with seeing the virus
brought under control.
Only now, the AIDS dilemma is
well beyond anyone's control. Today
some 6,000 people will die to AIDS in
P.-l. P.l
A
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Sub-Saharan Africa, as will
another 6,000 tomorrow.
Obviously, it won't stop there.
As is, the situation in Sub-
Saharan Africa can only deterio-
rate.
Most Africans, while aware
of the existence of the disease,
still have little, if any, under-
standing of the affliction, and
commonly refer to AIDS as the "slim
disease". Indeed, the horrifying
images emerging from the region
show bodies racked to the bone and
showered in abscesses, while the
sulllen expressions of those left
belfod tell of suffering so severe it
can only be attributed to a morbid
feeling of helplessness in the face of
loss.
Without the extreme misconcep-
tions that revolve around the dis-
ease, that feeling of powerlessness
might not be so prevalent. However,
with limited educative resources in
the region, the local population
remains generally ignorant and
scared. As a result, many locals have
resorted to suspect measures in
order to combat the disease.
Unfortunately, these measures have
only intensified the spread of AIDS.
In many parts of Sub-Saharan
Africa, it is believed that to cure one-
self of die infliction it is necessary to
have sexual intercourse with a vir-
gin. It is exactly this type of misun-
derstanding which has led to anl
unparalleled diffusion of the virus
throughout the region.
Moreover, Sub-Saharan Africa.
has tended towards stigmatizing not;
only the disease itself as an affliction
reserved primarily for homosexuals,
but also the discussion of topics sur-
rounding the transmission of such
diseases. In this way, individuals are
likely to be unaware of the potential-
ly fatal implications of their actions
for themselves and others with
igvhom they
have intimate physical
t contact.
If What's more, inasmuch as the
social standards in Sub-Saharan
Africa are unique, they are that
much more conducive to the spread
of the disease. It is typical for males
to have several sexual partners, and
to have frequent encounters with
prostitutes.
To make matters worse,
awareness aboutpreventa-
tive measures is virtually
non-existent. Again,
j this is a product of a
' lack of education.
112
The reaction on
112
behalf of governments in
the region can be described
as lackluster at best. One
Zimbabwean diplomat described
the approach of his government as
"a head-in-the-sand attitude."
As the situation worsens leaders
have begun to mobilize themselves
to fight the disease. However, in light
of the extreme poverty of countries
and governments in the region the
resources needed to effectively pre-
ventthe further spread of the disease
are noticeably absent.
The combination of the arrival of
AIDS with an already weak infra-
structure is leading Sub-Saharan
Africa into a deadly downward spi-
ral The lack of economic stability
meant that people were forced to
Jfturn to migrant work and prostitu-
I? tion. Migrant work brought carriers
; 7 to previously unaffected areas while
the preeminence many cultures
place on male sexual promiscu-
ity meant that prostitutes
became unwitting carriers of the
virus. With political strife and
war already a fact of life for
many Africans, the additionof a
disease which is wiping out mil-
lions every year will lead to fur-
ther instability.
Money: spent on pursuing war
and other armed conflicts is money
that cannot be spent in social areas
such as establishing proper health-
care for the AIDS virus. The down-
ward cycle goes deeper, as AIDS is
also taking away money fromeduca-
tion programs that are necessary to
helpstem the spread of the virus and
remove the various stigmas associat-
ed with it
Ifmoney is the key, then it seems
obvious Africa will be unable to stop
the spread of AIDS by itself It defi-
nitely needs Western funding to pro-
vide the service. Billions are needed,
but it is only now that the outside
world is beginning to pay attention to
the crisis. And though the outside
world has glanced in the direction of
Sub-Saharan Africa, they seem far
from prepared to commit the exten-
sive funding needed to control the
modern plague.
Perhaps most disturbing is the
fact that while UMCEFwas predict-
ing the disaster ten yssrs ago - and
actually underestimated its effects
while still comparing it to the holo-
caust - the reality of the situation is
only beginning to hit home now.
The reality of the situation is that
one of the few burgeoning industries
in Africa is coffin-construction, while
morgues are operating 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. So extreme
is the situation, that a cemetary
worker recently recom-
mended cremation,
generally a taboo in
African culture, fpu
85% of AIDS
deaths occur in
Africa. The
United Nations
predicts that bv
2010, averages
lifespans in Africa"^
will drop by 15 years.
The greatest danger is
thatthe AIDS, disaster will not be lim-
ited to Sub-Saharan Africa. It has
already spread to the rest of the
world, but not in the endemic form
which it takes in Africa. Mostly a
result of superior funding and edu-
cation. ii
Yet if the problem is not attacked
now, there is a huge danger the epi-
demic will spread to the rest of the
world. The instability created in the
region will lead to an enactmentof a
horror movie across the world,
as a plague of unprece-
dented proportions
takes its toll on the
i global populace.
Sub -
jS a h a r a n
African people
are now very
j
familiar with the
disease - it
remains for govern-
ments of the region to
T rally the West for the eco-
nomic and political support they
needs to turn that awareness into
action. Thepopulation has to be pre-
pared to act for they've seen what
happens if they don't. Now it's up to
government to educate them about
exactly how to act, and bring this dis-
j§ ease into control before too late.
EYE ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Orphans of AIDS in Sub-Sahara Africa
Chris Pearce
As so many adults lose their lives to
the scourge of ADDS they leave
behind literally millions of parent-
less children. It is predicted that by
the end of this year some 10.4 mil-
lion children under the age of 15
will become orphans as a result of
AIDS.
In Sub-Saharan Africa this has
left
many millions of children to
fend for themselves as the
structure in general has been
stricken by the virus. These chil-
dren are Without access to educa.- i
tkm (harming the Jong-term eco-
nomic potential of the region), and
as aresult, turn to a life ofcrime as
pickpockets, beggars, thieves and,
in the worst case scenarios, prosti-
tutes. This creates a cycle in which
the orphans themselves are
exposed to the virus; that is, where
they haven't already been infected
1- 11. • ' ■ x
by their parents.
Though organizations such as
World Vision and the Salvation
Army are! working hard to provide
for these unfortunate children,
their orphanages are already well
8
The dark heart of Africa: The Congo
Sean Geobey
The political instability in the Congo,
the geographic heart of Africa, has
set the stage for a dark spectacle.
Laurent Kabila, the Democratic
Republic of Congo's (l)RC) current
despot, presides over a land almost
entirely beyond his control. At this
point, Angolan and Zimbabwean
troops are needed to support his
presidency, as his own military
forces are virtually nonexistent.
Uganda, Rwanda, and Burundi,
under the banner of an opposition
group, the Congolese Rally for
Democracy (RDQ, are also vying for
control of this vast country. Although
the two groups
have officially
declared a cease-
fire, fighting still
continues
between, and
within, both
groups
Kabila's predecessor, Mobutu
Seso-Seke, ran the DRC, then Zaire,
like a feudal tyrant. Zairian generals
followed the national tradition of
brutally exploiting the resource-rich
territory while Mobutuwas inpower.
In turn, Mobutu played each one
against the other, using the carte
The jfoiitical
in .the Congo has set the!
stage for a dark spectacle.
blanche granted to him by his finan-
cial and military backers in France,
Belgium, and the United States, and
amassing extroadinary personal
wealth at the expense of the general
population. Before the 1997 over-
throw, Mobutu personally pocketed
about 40% of national revenues.
However, Mobutu's fiefs are now
under the control of a myriad ofwar-
ring domestic and foreign factions.
In the east, Ugandan and Rwandan
troops fighting in the RDC have been
battling government forces, govern-
ment supported Hutu militia groups
- called Interhamwe, and, ironically
enough, each other.
More often than not, strategically
important mines and ports are being
fought over by parties that are sup-
posedly on the same side. In addi-
tion to the state-sponsored groups
trying to carve out chunks of the
country for themselves, other play-
ers have added themselves to the
violent conflict.
International mercenary groups,
the "dogs of war", have been roam-
ing the battlefields of the Congo;
high-end private security firms from
the United Kingdom and the United
States have been providing training
for Ugandan and Rwandan troops;
low-end ex-Yugoslav mercenaries
have been bolstering the numbers of
whatever groups will hire them; and
Chinese and South African weapons
manufacturers have been making a
killing on purchas-
es by all sides in
the region.
In addition, a
number of multi-
national mining
and forestry oper-
ations have taken
to hiring or creat-
The long-standing Hutu-Tutsi
conflict in the area is being played
out in the east, leading to a number
of communal massacres and horrific
brutalities. In the south, Angola's 25
year-long civil war with Jonas
Savimbis Union for the Total
Independence ofAngola (UNITA) has
spilled across the border.
The powerful UNITAhas given its
support to the RDC, while the gov-
ernment backs Kabila. Indeed,
Angolas civil war has intensified
since the diamond cartel Deßeors
stopped purchasing gems from
Angola, increasing the need for both
sides to develop smuggling routes.
With its incredible wealth of nat-
ural resources, the Congo should be
one of the richest countries in Africa.
Instead, its economy has performed
dismally even by African standards.
However, in the great tradition
established by Belgium's King
Leopold more than a century ago,
there are still men enjoying the limit-
less wealth gained from the bloody
corpses of the innocent. Sadly,
almost a century after Joseph
Conrad wrote his classic Heart of
Darkness, the sights of the Congo still
merit a singular description:"the
horror."
ing their own paramilitary forces,
sometimes for protection, sometimes
for profit.
As important as the conflict
between the government and the
RDC, are the civil wars in the Great
Lakes region and Angola.
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Feature
Student Press
your money, your voice
by Patricia Lancia
The student press is an integral part
of any university experience.
Whether it is owned by the stu-
dent government, existing as an
independent organization, or stem-
ming from the effort of individual
students, it reflects who students are
and what they stand for. -
Student
lar, funcf|oii',a& m forma-
tion, as #"fnode of free expression
and as a training ground for thejour-
nalists, politicians, social activists
and communicators of the future.
The student press brings to light
issues specifically affecting students
and they are often the first media to
address topics such as funding,
tuition increases and the corporati-
zation of Canadian campuses.
"At the very least [the purpose] is
to inform the student community of
issues that effect them," says Tara
Brautigam, managing editor of the
excalibur at York University. "At the
most it's a forum for debate, a medi-
um to discuss things that aren't cov-
ered in the mainstream media."
Erin George, president of the
Ryerson Students' Administrative
Council, agrees. "Campus press is so
important to
student democracy on
Campus and to highlighting universi-
ty issues."
from reporting on commu-
ttify movents and wider university
student newspapers also
sefveas watchdogs, keeping an eye
oijApfversity administrators and stu-
dent-governments.
"It's an interesting situation for
student papers because they're
almost like the official opposition,"
says Tariq Hassan-Gordon, presi-
dent of Canadian University Press
(CUP); a not-for profit organization
that represents more than 70 stu-
dent newspapers across Canada.
Much like countries ruled by dic-
tatorships, where the media plays
the opposition role, student papers
must voice contrary opinions to bal-
ance student governments that do
||)||)sitional structures.
-Nrf an' additional responsibility
that papers have to carry," says
Hassan-Gordon. Because of this, he
says it's very difficult for student
papers to be structured on a main-
stream model, taking into account
competition and objectivity.
But not everyone agrees student
newspapers should take an openly
oppositional stance, citing objectivity
values and complete reporting that
are traditionally associated with
journalism.
The oppositional stance some
student newspapers take is often a
source of animosity between news-
papers and student governments,
leading to the potential for censor-
ship if the newspaper is owned by
the student government or to a drive
for independence by the newspaper
itself.
THE AUTONOMY MOVEMENT
Of the 120 or so student newspa-
pers in Canada only about 40 are
autonomous ■ meaning they are
owned by students but do not fall
under the control of student govern-
ment.
This would suggest student
newspapers could, and do, function
quite well as a part of their student
governments. In fact, there are
many advantages to this arrange-
ment.
For the Fulcrum at the University
ofOttawa, being a part of the student
federation has meant financial said
managerial stability and support tor
exclusive distribution on campus.
According to Fulcrum Editor-in-
Chief Chris Bodnar, both student
newspapers {La Rotunde is the
French-language paper) came
under student government control
during the 19705. In the case ofLa
Rotunde, the larger student body
acted as a free-speech advocacy
group when
the university tried to
censor the papers more
radical
views during the FLQ crisis.
An employee at CUP's Ottawa
bureau, Bodnar does admit autono-
my has its advantages.
"At the Fulcrum we have
LUKE
MARTYN
Vocal
Cord
}
Is
it
important
to
have
an
independent
student
press?
"Yes. It's important to be able to
produce publications without having
to worry about repercussions
from the school."
Shawn Dalrymple
3rd year Political Science
"Yes. If I have something on my mind I
want to be able to put it out without
censorship."
Dave Fumg
2nd year Business
"Yes. It's good to have
views heard without restriction."
Khang Ngo, Ist year Business
Ryan Vogel, Ist year Business
10
encountered situations in the past
wjiere it would have been good to be
independent," he says."The people
that get written about in the paper
lire people you deal with every day."
Although he does recall a time
when the student federation wrong-
ly piiHed thousands of copies of the
paper
off shelves after three people
threatened to sue for liable, he
admits direct censorship is rare.
"We've been very lucky. We've
never had a situation where we felt
wfe'd be shut down or fired because
of having different views," Bodnar
says.
The situation is different at other
student papers. In the summer of
1999, University of Regina student
Hanna Scissons was fired from her
job as Editor-in-Chief of the Carillon
for financial mismanagement, lead-
ing to thenewspaper becoming inde-
pendent on January 1.
Scissons launched a wrongful
dismissal suit, claiming she had no
control over the previous year's
finances, for which she was fired.
The case has not been resolved, but
it highlights the ability of the stu-
dents' union to dismiss editors.
Scissons was one of three editors
who were asked not to come back,
and their dismissals are believed to
be the catalyst for a subsequent
autonomy drive.
The University of Regina
Students' Union
wanted out of their hands,
they wanted to get rid of it."
Autonomy hasn't really changed
operations at the Carillon. Both
Scissons and Students' Union presi-
dent Sean McEachern say there
wasn't a problem with censorship
before the split and
the paper isn't
reporting any dif-
ferently.
Still Bodnar
concedes being
managed by the
student govern-
ment poses disad-
vantages politically and editorially.
Personality conflicts between the two
groups can come into play and"it
really depends on the situation you
find yourself in at a particular paper,
in a particular year."
The Eyeopener at Ryerson has
been independent for almost 15
years, but Editor-in-
Chief Phillipe Devos knows there
was a time whenstories were pulled
regularly. "They [the student govern-
ment] held the purse strings, so it
was up to them."
"Even with independent student
papers the [students'] union is
always in a position to threaten the
paper, because of personal and polit-
ical conflicts," says Hassan-Gordon.
"That's a constant. We deal with that
every year."
For this rea-
son, CUP takes a
stronger ap-
proach to au-
tonomy. Inde-
pendence is
absolutely nec-
essary, says
Hassan-Gordon, since it is difficult to
have editorial autonomy if there's no
financial autonomy.
"Any kind of relationship
between a student paper ahd the'
[student] government is-v unaqeepH
able," he says.
Hassan-Gordon describes the
autonomy movement as a fairly
recent phenomenon, starting with
CUP efforts in the 1980s.
THE NEWSPAPER WARS
Aside from censorship and inde-
pendence issues, studentpapers also
have to deal with the day-to-day
realities of reac^^toMf%dvertLs-
have become the
targets of major daily newspapers
and the free distribution of papers
like the Toronto Star is seen as a
threat by many student newspapers
and governments.
It is well known in the GTA that a
war is afoot for daily readership.
With the introductionof theNational
"Student papers are almost
like the official opposition."
Tariq Hassan-Gordon, CUP president
Post in 1998, the three major dailies
began a fight for readers ar),d, morg
importantly, for &l'^f9 ]
In an attempt m CjfctlrlkJLJL J
ship, the Star has started distributing
for free on university campuses.
Two Toronto universities,
Ryerson and York, took very differ-
ent approaches to Star distribution
and ended up with twovery different
results.
At York, where exclusivity poli-
cies prohibiting the distribution of
outside campus do
not exist, the .S'ior is.currently avail-
able to all students for free. Campus
newspapers received no support
from the student government and
York Students' Union president
Horace Dockery says students are in
"A vital student press
depends on vital students."
Phillipe Devos, Eyeopener EIC
favour of the Star because it reduces
the cost barrier to picking up a major
paper and complements the cover-
age of university papers like the
tf®sity-Or
policy does exist, tile Eyeopener
received strong support from the
student government and was able to
get the Star off campus.
"I think it is in the best interest of
students," says student president
Erin George. "It's important for stu-
dent leaders and student unions to
look at the bigger picture. In the
short term it's great," but in the long
run "if the Star comes on campus it
will jeopardize student press."
What the issue really comes
down to is advertising revenue.
Student newspapers need advertis-
ing money just to stay afloat and
major newspapers want to corner
the lucrative and captive university
market. It is believed that once the
Star has enough university campus-
es covered, they will produce split-
run issues - with
separate content
and advertising
for universities -
thereby drawing
advertisers away
from campus
papers.
"l don't think
student newspapers are in the busi-
ness of competing with dailies," says
"They don'tprovide
itle2iagie information as dailies, yet
reaifgrship is fundamental to adver-
tising."
In the fight for readership, some
also see a fight for survival.
"If the program expands to other
campuses I can see it happening a lot
more quickly," says the excalibur's
Brautigam. "If I'm an advertiser and
I want to hit the university market,
I'll go with the Star.
don't think a lot of students do
understand the impact it will have,"
Brautigam adds. "There's a lot of
apathy and many don't see the con-
nection between picking up a Star
and taking money away from stu-
dent papers."
York's Dockery
sees it differently. "It's
David and Goliath in
a sense. But the fact
is, the people that
advertise in the
exccilibur can't afford
to advertise in the
Star."
"We're moving away from the
newspapers being the only publica-
tions on campus," says Hassan-
Gordon. Between, ; glossy magazines
111 JJyMjSwrs- large cam-
puses may have more than 100 sep-
arate publications being distributed.
"In Canada we're going to see
that trend," says Hassan-Gordon.
"We can try to be at the table and
limit the impact or just let it roll over
us."
For now the Star's efforts are
focussed on the GT/k hut campuses
like Laurier and tnfefjniversity of
Waterloo are next op|fee list.
"While people notice the
value of their publication,
they'll miss it if says
Hassan-Gordon.
THE 'STUDENT' ELEMENT
Whethermajordaily newspapers
pose a significant to the stu-
dentpress remains JfcTbe seen. What
is apparent is impor-
tance of student ne^psptapfers.
Between Canadjf?f"Jolleges and
universities, about copies a
week are produced#mj distributed.
That's 600,000 of student
expression, and
student voices.
Given the corporate encroach-
ment at Canadian universities, stu-
dentpress represents "oneof the few
democratic institutions on a universi-
ty campus," says Hassan-Gordon
and it is up to students to ensure it
continues.
"A vital student press depends
on vital students," says Devos. "If
they're concerned, the only way to
improve it is to get involved."
"Oh yeah. It brings students
together, it brings out the sense
of community."
Lillian Nguyen
Ist
year Political Science
"Yes because it's important not to have our
views dictated by the
commercialist ideologies that
mainstream media subjects us to."
Blair Miller, sth year Philosophy
Devan Hambrock, 2nd year Anthropology
"It's excellent because it guarantees
freedom. You can publish whatever
you want."
First year, off-campus Business
and Arts students
"I believe so because you want
student opinion and you don't
want it to be influenced by the
people who make decisions."
Annie Theriault
Post-degree Economics
The
Cord: a
brief
history
Originally a six-page arts pam-
phlet, the College Cord first
appeared in 1926 and was separate
from Laurier's student newspaper,
the Newsweekly.
Taking its name from the cord in
the university's coat of arms, the
paper served to "draw the interest of
men andwomen to our school, draw
students and faculty into closer sym-
pathy and draw the hearts of all
together in a common love for
Waterloo," reads a 1927 edition of
the paper. 'The College Cordshall be
a tie that binds."
The College Cord was published
bi-weekly and sold for five cents a
copy or 75 cents for a yearly sub-
scription. The two campus publica-
tions eventually combined to form
the Cord Weekly, which is now the
paper youknow(and hopefully love).
The Cord is now published by
WLU Student Publications, a com-
pletely autonomous corporation,
like nearly all student newspapers,
the Cord is supported by a small per-
cent ofstudent fees transferred from
the Students' Union.
Unlike universities such as
Ryerson and Western, the Cord is
not sponsored by a journalism
school and relies solely on student
funding and advertising revenue for
support. With only two full-time
employees, the Cord relies heavily
on student volunteers. It is complete-
ly student owned and student run.
ft has been embroiled in legal
battles over coverage
of the Ezra
Street fiasco of 1994 and was shut
down temporarily by the Students'
Union.
The Cord: a 74-year tradition.
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Student Life
Reading Week Rocks Man
Yvonne Farah
The week of February 21st to 25th,
is quickly approaching; the only
week students at Wilfrid Laurier
University will have off in the second
ten" These nine days (counting the
weekends before and after the week)
are the most precious days of the
entire school term. Whether or not
you will be staying in the charming
city of Waterloo depends on what
plans you have made for the break.
You may be one of those very stu-
dious people who will stay in town
and takes full advantage of the fact
the campus is
practically empty
and prepare for
your mid-terms.
Those types of
people are very
organized and
should be com-
mended for their
ability to accom-
plish work during
the break. Very
few people, truth-
fully, actually take
advantage of the
opportunity to get
all of their aca-
demic concerns
out of the way.
Perhaps you
will be one of the many people who
will return to your hometown and
just relax, though going home for a
few days may not be everyone's idea
of a relaxing vacation. However, it
may prove to be a week ofboth work
and entertainment. If you have
friends who will also be at home the
same time, then this week may be
your opportunity to spend some time
with them. Even if you are in your
hometown for most of the week you
It will be
those stu-
dents who
are leaving
town who
will be
looked
upon with
envv.
can still take the opportunity to do
tilings you otherwise would not have
time to do, like shopping or going out
to the movies and running errands.
It will be those students who are
leaving town and going away on
actual vacations who will be looked
upon with envy.
There are those students who
have been planning their reading
week vacation since September.
They have everything planned, from
their destination to their accommo-
dations and every other possible
detail in between. These students
have their trips up north or down
south planned and
paid for. They are
ahead of the game.
This does not
mean those stu-
dentswho have not
yet planned their
reading week trip
are out of luck.
There are still
plenty of great and
economical trips
available for that
specific week.
Whether you are
looking to go up to
Northern Ontario
for a few days or
out west to either
Alberta or British
Columbia, there are still spaces
available all over the place. If you are
considering a local ski trip, you may
not need accommodations and,
therefore, will be saving a consider-
able amount of money. Those ofyou
who would rather hit the Rocky
mountains this February, you will be
happy to know airline tickets are at a
reasonable price at the time,
112lowever, be prepared to pay inflated
prices for accommodations in places
such as Whistler and Banff, because
this time of year is their peak tourist
season.
If you cannot ski and snowboard-
ing is too cool for you, then maybe
the beach is the place for you.
Florida, Mexico, Jamaica and Cuba
are all great destinations for students
this spring break.
The state of Florida, especially
Daytona Beach are havens for stu-
dents looking for sun, sand and a lot
of socializing. This year will have the
added bonus of MuchMusic being
present. The music network is par-
ticipating with Travel Cuts to sell and
promote the event. You have the
option of purchasing both trans-
portation and accommodations or
the room only. Transportation is
either a deluxe motorcoach or relat-
Ed low cost airfare.
To investigate this interesting
endeavor further, stop by the Travel
Cuts on campus, on the third floor of
the Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
However, space is limited. Therefore,
you may want to look into it immedi-
ately.
Another economical option is an
all-inclusive package to resorts in
Mexico, Jamaica and Cuba. All-
inclusive packages usually include a
certain amount of nightly accommo-
dations per person, anywhere from
one to three meals a day and even
alcohol at some hotels. Certain
resorts will offer till inclusive pack-
ages for reasonable prices and some
may even include airfare in the
final
price for each person as well. The
only recommendation is to look for
hotels with at least a three star rat-
ing, because two stars means some-
thing different than it means in cer-
tain countries. So, although you
should look for the best deal, try to
make sure you are also getting a safe
and overall enjoyable experience.
Be a careful and investigative
consumer when booking a vacation
anywhere, especially outside of the
country. Search for the best deals
you can get for either snow or
sand
vacations to save valuable money.
Lastly, it is not to late to book a
trip to most places. It just takes a lit-
tle bit of tenacity and hard work.
Sogood luck if you still want to find
that great reading week trip. If you
are like me, have a wonderful and
fun-filled week at home.
FILE
PHOTO
Delta Gamma raises $500 for CNIB
Kerrie Skillen
The ladies of Delta Gamma Women's
Fraternity spent the weekend at the Kitchener
Auditorium cooking and serving food to the
volunteers of the Grand River Skating
Competition.
As a reward for their services they will be
given a gift of $500. Delta Gammawill be giv-
ing this gift, in its entirety, to their philanthropy
the Canadian National Institute for the Blind
(CNIB).
Throughout Saturday and Sunday they
served a wide variety of delicious food for
breakfast, lunch and dinner to hungry volun-
teers.
The volunteers were members of the
Grand River Skating Council, who helped to
coordinate, organize and run the two-day
event.
Ln addition to serving food in the lounge at
the Auditorium, members of Delta Gamma
made personal visits to the judge's lounge,
accounting office and
registration desk to
make sure everyone
had fresh coffee and
enough to eat.
They also helped
post the results of the
skating events and run
the results to the
accountants when the
Skating Council needed
extra volunteers.
Christine Cameron,
the director of fundrais-
ing for the fraternity,
said, "Helping out the
community is a big part
of Delta Gamma. We are all very happy to be
here this weekend."
This was the 18th year for the competition
that brought together 360 skaters from 10
"Helping out
the community
is a big part of
Delta Gamma"
Christine
Cameron
local skating clubs. The clubs were from
Kitchener-Waterloo, St. Clements, Elmira, New
Hamburg, Preston, Hespler, Cambridge,
Guelph, Wellesley and Ayr.
Delta Gammahas been an active part of the
Laurier community since 1991. Their mem-
bers are highly involved here on campus in
such things as Foot Patrol, Fashion Show, ERT,
BOD, Student Publications, Orientation Week,
Wilfs and Hie Pita Shack .
Although their philanthropy is the CNIB
they do not limit their
assistance there. They
also work in coopera-
tion with the other
Greek groups on cam-
pus to help
other
organizations such as
the Heart and Stroke
Foundation. They also
say they are always
looking for and willing
to help other organiza-
tions.
Helping out this
weekend was only one
of the many fundrais-
ing activities Delta
Gamma will be undertaking this semester to
raise money for the CNIB. Look for themin
the
concourse in February when they will be rais-
ing more money by selling potted crocuses.
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Strange But True
1. In Mount Shasta, California, Joy
Glassman, the 60-year-old mother
of a firefighter was charged with 5
counts of arson. She allegedly set
the fires to help her son's career.
2. A jiffy is an actual unit of time for
1/100th of a second.
3. The world's termites outweigh the
world's humans 10 to 1.
4. In England, in the 1880% "Pants"
was considered a dirty word.
5. The world's oldest piece of chewing
gum is 9,000 years old.
6. There are more plastic flamingos in
the U.S. than there are real ones.
7. Slugs have 4 noses.
8. A jellyfish is 95 per cent water.
9. A company in Taiwan makes dinner-
ware out of wheat, so you can eat
your plate.
10. Fingernails grow nearly 4 times
faster than toenails.
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WSM G&/IVUE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
An opportunity to gain valuable
work experience to enhance your
_
resume/portfolio, IMPRINT, the TMG
UW Student newspaper is looking
for a fulltime, one-year contract, VffffffYfAf I,(ill
salaried employee for the school vlifffflfvff JUU
year commencing March 1, 2000
to March 31, 2001. As Editor-In- /IffffffOffffffffflAf! l!
Chief you would be responsible for
organizing volunteer staff, over-
rf
seeing all production/layout for all Get a Heal lob
sections of the paper and be famil-
wiihcii.nu«uch«»:
iar with ibm compatible comput- Kokanee BMG Canada
ers/desktop publishing. If you MiCFOSOft
enjoy a challenging, fastpaced
HpwlpttPnrknrri PfMKi
environment, please submit letter
newienracKaru repii
of application, resume and sam-
'n'° Session:
pies of writing to Katrina DiGravio, Thursday January27
Staff Relations Co-ordinator, 6'30-B'3oUnt
Human Resources, University of _
'
-
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3GI by
P3UI HlartlU CBHtrB
February 1, 2000. WWW.jobs.S3mg.COm
STUDENTS
WANTED
Celtic Recruitment
is Now Recruiting!
Hardworking, Motivated Students
to work in Irish Tourism Industry
Short and Long Term Contracts Available
For More Information Attend Our
Workshop in The Peters Building,
Room 1003
February 3rd @ s:3opm
Visit Our Website:
www.geocities.com/celtic_recruitment/
Hawaiian Pipeline
established Hawaii Five-0 oz. Cranberry Juice
So put on your shorts and
sandals sit by a heater and
Iyz pin le Vo dka Shake. Serve over ice in a tall
enjoy (If you can find some sand
1/4 02 Blue Curacao glass.
place that in your sandal)
Shake. Serve in a glass with ice.
.. ,
_
,
Hawaiian Punch
Garnish with pineapple, a cher- Hawaiian lllgnDall
ry and little paper umbrella.
3 oz. Whiskey
1/4 oz. Southern Comfort
Hawaiian 2 tbsp. Pineapple Juice
1/4 oz. Gin
1 rt D Gin 1 tbsp Lemon Juice
ma
°Z
n°
m
•
* P art Orange Juice Club Soda
oz. range uice
Dagh q{
.
Qrange Curacao Combine the Whiskey with the
Juices. Add ice and fill with
Shake with ice and strain into a
c ,
.
r
. c„ f1 „ oti_
, ,
Shake with ice. Serve on ice, bocia. btir gently.
shot glass.
Canadian Mothercraft Society
SCHOOL of CHILD and FAMILY STUDIES
Register Now and complete your E.C.E Diploma in 1 Year
starting August 2000
A Diploma can also be earned in Part-Time
evening or day classes.
Classroom & practicum standards result in employable
graduates capable of excellence in a variety of early
childhood settings.
For Details, contact the Registrar at (416) 920-3515
GoodLife fitness-top clubs in the world
20™ ANNIVERSARY
STUDENT SPECIAL -v
...
-a. i
:**
99
DAYS
.
demonstrates
' 'PUNCH' Top-selling
112 Ilk mM
class
j 188
_____
• Top fitness clsssgs
run |H
Gnndl ifp m 7471044
m 140 Columbia st - w-
Go world class! Get the best... Join GoodLife today!
Maureen "Mo Hagan was selected the Top Fitness Director in the World by the International Dance & Exercise Association covering 80 countries worldwide*
Good Life Fitness is also the first and only fitness club to win the Outstanding Business Achievement Award from the Chamber of Commerce • Picked "Best Club
in Canada" by the world's most prestigious fitness club consulting company, Club Management Services of the United States • More equipment p-\." member
than any club! • Your membership is good at almost 50 clubs in Ontario • Established for 20 years
• More resources for you because we have more physical
education graduates, kinesiology and fitness specialists working for your needs at Good Life than any other fitness company in the world • On top of all that,
we re avery comfortable, very affordable club • You can lose weight, shape up, look good and feel great'
Time limited offer. Other fees and some restrictions may apply Other memberships available
Entertainment
Indian Queen spectacular
Danielle Fielder
It's the biggest thing to happen at
Laurier this term, and it comes in the
form of epic opera.
The Faculty of Music and
University Players are teaming up to
biing v . spectacular performance
of the Indian Queen this weekend.
TheIndian Queen is an English semi-
opera from the 17th century written
by John Dryden,
and Robert, Earl
of Howard, and
with music by
Henry Purcell, a
leading composer
of his time.
Director
Michael Purves-
Smith, who is co-
staging the per-
formance with
Adam Qualter,
Technical Director
of University
Players, aimed to present the opera
as it would haveappeared in its time.
It is a joint production of the
University Players and the Faculty of
Music's Chapel Choir, Baroque
Ensemble, Baroque Orchestra and
Vocal Soloists. The combination of
talents from the Music faculty is sure
to add a grand dimension to The
Indian Queen.
Thestory is a tragic one, setin the
Spanish Indies. It is a complex melo-
drama interwoven with musical
"It is a very
unusual
theatrical
experience."
interludes. The songs performed are
only loosely related to the story and
dialogue, but add to theoverall spec-
tacle.
Purves-Smith is confident that
the show will offer entertainment
unlike anything ever before staged at
Laurier. "There is so much happen-
ing in this production, I can't imagine
that anyone coming to it won't be
fascinated. It's a very unusual the-
atrical experi-
encc."
This production
will be the first
time that The
Indian Queen has
been performed
as a semi-opera in
North America.
It aims to give the
audience an idea
of what the per-
formance would
have looked like
300 years ago.
"Our approach is to make this as
much a spectacle as it would have
been in the late 17th century."
This is also the first time that a
production this large will be per-
formed entirely by Laurier students.
They include actors and actresses,
dancers, and singers.
The show will also showcase the
talents of the Baroque ensemble,
and the music is an unusual and
beautiful blend of melodies. The
Chapel Choir also lends their talents
to the show.
While preparing for the show,
Purves-Smith brought in a Baroque
dance specialist to help with the his-
toric dance scenes, and a fight mas-
ter to direct the swordfights. He has
pulled out all the stops to make The
Indian Queen truly spectacular.
With swordfights, special effects,
fantastic costumes and masks, trap-
door appearances and beautiful
music, this performance is not to be
missed.
The Faculty of Music and
University Players presents The
Indian Queen on Friday, January 28
and Saturday January 29 at Bpm in
the Theatre Auditorium. Tickets are
available at the door-$l5 for adults,
$10 for seniors, and $7 for students.
NUMUS is MAKROKOSMOPOLITAN
James McClary
It is the most exciting thing to have happened
to the Laurier's Faculty ofMusic in at least four
years. One of the world's greatest living com-
posers, and an icon in
the field of American
music, will be visiting the MaureenForrester
Recital Hall for a three day celebration of his
own music. As a winner of a Fullbright fellow-
ship inhis student days, aswell as the recipient
of a Pulitzer Prize for his orchestral work
Echoes of Time and the River, George Crumb
has composed music that has consistently
spoke to an audience who shunned the music
of his contemporaries.
The greatest thing about this series of con-
certs is that the works being presented are all
for combinations of musicians that make it dif-
ficult to present the music with any regularity.
Laurier has been lucky in that many students
who love his works have programmed his
pieces in graduation recitals. In this manner
Vox balanae was heard recently. A couple of
years ago the New Arts QuARTet, including
Beth Ann de Sousa and Terry Kroetch of the
Faculty of Music, presented Music for a
Summer Evening, which we will have the
chance to hear again at this concert series.
Not only will Crumb be attending perform-
ances ofhis music, but he will also be conduct-
ing a master class with
students from the
school. In addition to
this, there will be a lec-
ture series before the
Thursday and Friday
evening concerts. Alfred
Fisher will speak on
thursday and George
Crumb will give the pre-
concert lecture on
Friday.
The three main
works being presented
are Ancient Voices of Children, Music for a
Summer Evening, and Black Angels. The first
concert will begin with a smaller Crumb com-
position Makrokosmos. Later on in the pro-
gram, performing in Ancient Voices, is well-
known Laurier graduate Anne-Marie
Donovan. Her last solo concert with Numus,
Alphaberet, was a brilliant performance and
by all accounts a resounding success. The con-
cert is sure to be extremely well attended and
would be wise to purchase tickets ahead of
time. Summer Evening is an fantastic piece of
"As far as
NUMUS con-
certs go, this is
the one."
music, and if the previous performance two
years ago
is any indication, the show will be
one that no one should miss. The last concert,
Black Angels, presents Crumb's most well
known work (due to the Kronos Quartet
recording), but it is without a doubt one of the
most moving pieces of music written in the last
thirty years. Many people have heard the CD,
but the effect of the live performance is unfor-
gettable. The concert programs also include
various works by other composers that are
all
very fine works. As well, there will be a pre-
miere of a new work by Barbara Croall.
Following Thursdays concert will be an
informal reception
where George Crumb
will be in attendance.
(Here's your chance to
get your picture for
posterity!)
The concerts run
February 3rd to the
sth, Thursday to
Saturday, in the order
followed above. Each
begins at 8 o'clock
with the pre-concert
lectures on Thursday
and Friday at 6:30. The master class is taking
place in room A3lB of the Aird Building at
10:30 to 12:30 on Friday morning. For
infor-
mation call NUMUS at 519.579.1232 or see
Janice Dobbin for a form to buy tickets to
all
three concerts. Concerts take place in the
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall, except Black
Angels which is in the Theatre Auditorium.
Mr.
Crumb's lecture will take place in the
Paul
Martin Centre as part of LaurierLectures.
As far as NUMUS concerts go, this
is the
one.
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Candy from timothy's ear is here
D'Angelo
Voodoo
Oh, D'Angelo, where have you been?
It has been five years since Brown
Sugar crashed airwaves and made
woman and gay men swoon with
lust. Thankfully D'angelo has taken
the time loose his girth and create a
more fulfilling album.
In truth though D'Angelo hasn't
exactly been doing nothing lately. He
was featured on Method Man's
album in a failed attempt to repeat
the success of Meth and Mary. He
also appeared on the Belly
Soundtrack. Thankfully he decided
to include Devil's Pie on this album as
well. Now I can finally put that crap
soundtrack where it belongs (file it
under crap for dumb).
D'Angelo has become more the
patron saint of sensuality and spiri-
tuality in music and he continues it
here in the liner notes "Have we
walked our timberlands
soleless..soul-less?. It's quite a bal-
ancing act to try to be both spiritual
and sexual. He also tries to put
playas in their place, "there are
questions that seem to be null and
void in the face of all the glitter and
glamour that has dominated most
successful black artistry of recent
years." But he is not too quick to
judge - "Who am I to justify/All the
evil I our eye' When I myself feel the
high/ From all that I despise" - from
'Devil's Pie'
The biggest criticism one could
have against D'Angelo, in my opin-
ion, would be that for all his talk of
creating more meaningful music
and deeper moods he relies heavily
on repetitive beats and rhythms.
Only Spanish Joint stand up to the
wild cover art, with bongos playing
madly. Certainly no one would
accuse D'Angelo of being tone deaf,
but really, there's more to it than that
isn't there?
Voodoo, as I've said, is a much
more appealing and fulfilling record
than Brown sugar. D'Angelo shows
some real promise in terms of being
able to growas an artist. Hopefull he
continues to. Voodoo should keep us
listening until the next time.
Jazzyfatneastees
Theonceandthefuture
Jazzfatnastees are two female
vocalists from Philadelphia doing
jazz over hip hop beats. Ifyour think-
ing, "Hey, I wonder if they know the
Roots," you would be bang on!
Theonceandthefuture is the first
release as a Roots produced album
though. Leonard Hubbarb and
Ahmir Thompson are the only two
Roots who perform on the album.
Their single "the wound" is very
typical of the rest of the disc.
Complicated vocal layering and jazzy
grooves
fill the album. It's a perfect
album for a dinner party. Its laid
back enough to have in the back-
ground but jazzy enough to fill any
lulls in the conversation. Unlike
Baduizm, which really caught my
attention. This album is very much in
the spirit of Oletta Adam's Circle of
One album - interesting though
repetitive rhythms.
When I played this disc for my
girlfriend's father, who likes nothing
but classical music and jazz (and Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band)
he asked of track two "how sad", a
song about an abusive relationship,
"why do these people use such clich-
es? Do they think they're being pro-
found?" I said yes, they think they
are being profound. Not that this is a
bad thing per se. This album is a lit-
tle like a Maxwell album in that there
is nothing at all to listen to but lots to
feel. Fortunately Tracey Moores and
Mercedes Martinez's vocals are com-
plicated enough and lovely enough
to overcome the dryness of their con-
tent. Not that there is much content
to contend with, ten tracks there is
less than 45 minutes.
This album is really good for
what it is. What it is, is good. Which
is to say, I have no idea what it is.
The Baby Namboos
ANCOATS2ZAMBIA
Don't be confused by the name this
album is every bit a Tricky album.
True enough there are some lighter
beats to found here than on a typical
Tricky album but there is still hints of
maniacal laughter and haunting
rhythms. Heck, Tricky even makes a
few appearances.
Ifyou like semi hip hop beats and
lyrics that are at times undecipher-
able and always haunting then you'll
love this disk. If not you should peel
your ears off.
This album is really really good.
There is nothing to criticize about it
at all. If you find something, hide it
away and never tell any one. "Say
no, then Go and tell." Bullshit! Screw
little Webster!
Tim Durkin
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Sports
Hawks take two
Ruth Stadelmayer
With four straight wins under their
belts the female Golden Hawks have
made it to #1 in the OUA The battle
against the Guelph Gryphons on
Tuesday night resulted in a 4-1 victo-
ry for Laurier. It was a strong, intense
game as Laurier knew they were
going up against one of the league's
best.
Thr "olden Hawks then went up
against the Windsor Lancers for two
games over the weekend. On Friday
night, they took the Lancers on a run
for their money as the whole team
went out strong in the second and
third periods. The Hawks finished
themoff with a 5-2 win.
Saturday night was another dis-
play of Laurier's strong abilities. The
Hawks played well as a team and
had some great performances from
many individual players. This effort
did not go unnoticed by Laurier
coach Bill Bowker. Tiffany Ferguson,
Sarah Davies and Alison O'Neill were
some players who greatly con-
tributed to the Hawk victory.
The Windsor Lancers started off
the game with a goal 10minutes into
the first period. A few more strong
scoring chances were made by
Windsor, but Joyce Torrington used
her goalkeeping skills to consistently
turn them away. Bowker comment-
ed, saying Laurier played "good
defensive coverage," which kept
Windsor from even getting near the
crease.
It wasn't until the second period
when Laurier gained momentum in
their game. Torrington was feeling a
great amount of pressure within the
first 10 minutes, but Laurier then
gained possession and remained
strong in Windsor's end until Lisa
Backman tied the game at one
apiece.
Nicole Clarke immediately fol-
lowed Backman's goal with one of
her own. Also, a good defensive effort
from Carrie Hoffman and Heather
Tredway allowed Laurier to keep
their lead, and the second period
ended with the score in favour of the
Hawks, 2-1.
In the third period, Laurier
improved their communication and
strategy in order to strengthen their
lead. The Hawks knew the Lancers
had been struggling this season and
a one point lead just didn't seem suf-
ficient.
Lisa Backman seemed intent on
increasing the lead and added to her
high scoring season with another
goal for Laurier. Backman celebrated
the goal by sliding across the ice.
Only a minute later a strong effort
from Melanie Rahn resulted in
Lauriers fourth goal of the game.
With only one minute left on the
clock, Backman scored her third goal
of the game. With that goal,
Backman grabbed her second hat
trick of the weekend. Needless to say,
she was by far the top scorer of the
weekend.
Windsor managed to sneak in
one more goal before the game
ended with Laurier on top.
Overall, Laurier's coach Bowker
was pleased with his team and said
he thought they were "gaining in
strength," but that, also, "they will
have to work on being able to put
three periods together." The pattern
so far has been a weak first period
and then strong play in the second
and third.
The concerns will surface again
when the Golden Hawks go up
against teams like Toronto, stated
Bowker. With excellent communica-
tion and many strong players Laurier
should have no trouble maintaining
their winning streak. Check it out at
the women's next home game on
January 30th at 7:oopm, when they
go up against the Toronto Varsity
Blues.
Volleyball lacks middle attack
Todd Dougherty
The Laurier volleyball teams took the trip all the
way down University Avenue this past Friday
evening to visit U of Waterloo. Although the Lady
Hawks managed to squeak out a five-set victory,
the men lost in straight sets and neither team
played to their potential. Laurier wonthe women's
match by scores of 23-25,16-25,25-23,25-18 and
15-7 while their male
counterparts fell to the
Warriors 25-21,28-26 and
25-20.
Following a rocky start
in losing the first two sets,
the Lady Hawks put
together three solid games
to pull out the victory.
Laurier coach Russ
Woloshyn made some significant lineup changes
thatseemed to change the momentum.After start-
ing the match with transfer student Lisa DiDiodato
setting, Woloshyn decided to replace her with
Stacey McCoy part way through the match.
(McCoy had been playing right-side to start the
match). This, along with the insertion of Hannah
Snider at right-side, seemed to get the ladies
rolling.
Snider had a strong match, stepping up to the
challenge of receiving her first significant taste of
right-side this season. She is a product ofRockway
Mennonite, just a small Kitchener school, but did
play a lot of club volleyball for the Waterloo Tigers.
She gained valuable experience against some of
the better high school players in the province, a
fact that surely helped her in her transition to
Varsity volleyball.
Karen Hinds, (a middle blocker in her first sea-
son) also had a good performance. She was dom-
inating at the net, which allowed
the Laurier
This loss could
be costly for the
Hawks
defense to set up behind her. This caused the Lady
Warriors to have trouble finding the floor.
This match also marked the return ofstandout
left-side hitter Paula Watson. Watson, who has
been recovering from a sprained ankle, did not
start the match, but did make her appearance
partway through the match helping to stabilize the
Hawk offense.
This may not have been an outstanding per-
formance for our ladies,
but the end result was
still a victory. It wasn't
pretty, but the important
thing is it will look just
like any other win in the
standings.
On the men's side,
the Hawks just couldn't
seem to put it together
on this night. Theywere ahead at numerous points
during the match, but couldn't manage to get over
the hump to win any sets.
The problems for the Hawks started and fin-
ished with an almost total absence of any middle
attack. It didn't help that Ryan Teßoekhorst
missed the game nursing a sore right shoulder.
Although this was surely a contributing factor, the
middle needed to be a presence if Laurier was
going to have any hope of winning this match.
Tyler Chatterson filled in admirably for
Teßoekhorst to start the match, but setter Mark
Gatto just couldn't seem to get him or Rob
Chambers into the offense. Chambers also con-
tributed to the middle woes, (or didnot contribute,
depending on how you look at it) by missing virtu-
ally every time he wentback to serve.
The outside hitters for the Hawks were not
much of a factor either, although Geoff White had
a decent game in his second match wearing the
purple and gold. The total lack of a middle attack
allowed the Warrior blockers to focus on the out-
side hitters, making it difficult for them to score
consistently.
Waterloo coach Doug Hanes said Gatto was
very predictable on this night and made it easy for
their blockers to get to theLaurier hitters early and
set up a solid block. Gatto was relatively consistent
with the placement of his outside sets, but the
absence of a middle attack could not be overcome.
This loss may prove to be very costly for the
Hawks. They are in the midst of a battle for the
finalplayoff spot and a victory against the Warriors
would have solidified their chances. The loss does
not put them out of the post-season, but it does
make the road a little rockier. The men need to
win at least two of their remaining three matches,
(Guelph, Western and McMaster) as well as need-
ing a little help from some other teams.
Fortunately, all three of their remaining matches
are at home so, hopefully, they'll have the support
they need in their push for the playoffs.
Swimming
Fri. Jan. 28 vs. Guelph, 6:30pm
Men's Volleyball
I rl J . •• • i
Basketball
Sat. Jan. 29 vs.McMaster,
Women @ Noon
Men @ 2 pm ;
Wed. Feb. 2 vs. Guelph,
Women ® 6 pm
; ; Men @ 8 pm
:V --
N , • ' . . . , v -. • • ' $ •:?'
v;
Curling
JFn. Jan 28-Sat. Jan 29 @ Toronto
Women's Hockey
Sun. Jan. 30 vs. Toronto, 7 pm
Hawks
win2
VanessaKing
Even without the help of veteran
Kristi Perras (out with a dislocated
shoulder) the lady Golden Hawks
haveproven they can hold their own
following a stint of away games this
past week.
On January 15th, the basketball
Hawks travelled to Guelph to battle
it out agauist the Gryphons, losing
by a mere diree points. Said coach
Stu Julius. "This Ls a game we
should have won."
The loss was especially disap-
pointing as Laurier seemed to be in
control of the game throughoutboth
halves. "It literally got away from as
in the last 27 seconds of the game,"
continued Julius, as the score fin-
ished with Guelph on top, 59 - 56.
Stefanie Nadalin and Girista
Lodge were solid throughout die
entire game, as was Meaghan
Oikawa, who finished the game with
25 points. Hie guard was also able
to hold the Gryphons' top scorer to a
mere eight points.
Unfortunately, even with this
solid play from the women, tliis is
the second game that the Hawks
have lost in die final few plays of the
game. On January sth, alter domi-
nating die game against the Brock
Badgers, Laurier fell apart in die
last five minutes and lost a heart-
breaker, 49-48.
Shaking off the loss, die Hawks
traveled to Windsor, Januaryi9th,
where they overpowered the
Lancers by a score of 50-36.
"We played very well from die tip
off to the final whistie of the game,"
said Julius. The Hawks held a 10-
point lead at the half and didn't look
back The standout player in this
game was Courtney McMahon,
who
finished the game widi 10 points.
'
On a roll, Laurier ran down the
street to face die Waterloo Warriors.
Saturday. January 22. They had a
score to setde, after losing to die
Warriors two weeks earlier.' '•. : : -
; "We played a great game defen-
sively," said Stu Julius. "We were
able to hold the Warriors' top scor-
ers to one and five points."
MarianaHrkac was solid with 10
rebounds and Nadalin had another
great game with 14 points.
McMahon added 10 points to the
victory for the Hawks.
In response to the Hawks
less-
than-great record, Julius is very
positive: "We're really improving as
the season goes on. In league play,
we've already won three games,
whereas last year, we'd won only
one game In league play during
tin 1
entire season. Overall, we've won
six."
Considering that die Hawks have
been riddled with injuries and the
flu-bug throughout the season,
their
record is quite respectable.
At the time of print, die Hawks
will have played Western on the
26th of January, at the A.C. They
will travel to Hamilton to play Mac,
January 29th. If we keep our
fin-
gers crossed, the lady
Golden
Hawks may just add two more
wins
to die books.
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Hawks lose tight
one on tube
AntoineVolpini
The 1999-2000 version of WLU
men's basketball made their televi-
sion debut Saturday afternoon
against Waterloo. Judging by their
performance, however, they proba-
bly won't become a
sitcom.
The game was a familiar Hawk
basketball story highlighted by a
dynamite defense
and lowlighted by
a dismal offence. The Hawks lost the
game
to their co-stars, the Waterloo
Warriors, 55-50. Once again,
Laurier did a greatjob stopping their
opponents, but consistently failed to
capatilize when they had the ball.
Throughout
the game, Laurier
made many runs
in attempting to
overcome the
Warrior lead. The
last one, sparked
by Bob
Papadimitriou,
came with three-
minutes remain-
ing in the game.
The veteran took
theball hard to the
bucket getting the
hoop and the harm, resulting in a
three-point play.
Kevin Johnson followed
Papadimitriou's play by picking the
pocket of Waterloo point guard Paul
Larsen and then tickling the twine
with an easy lay-up. These two spec-
tacular plays cut the lead to three
points with two minutes remaining
in the game. Unfortunately, the
Hawks offence flew south in the
crunch leaving themwith their sec-
ond consecutive loss.
The match was another tough
game for freshman Darren Veira
who went 0 for 9 in the contest.
Veira possesses all the tools to be an
Rhadi
Knapp has
been more
consistent
than a
heartbeat
all-star point guard in the OUA, but
if he continues to struggle with the
open jump shots, he will become a
liability on the court. It may be time
for the Laurier coaching staff to give
Waterloo transfer Argentino Filia
another look at the point guard posi-
tion.
Fortunately for the Hawks,
Veira's back court teammate Kevin
Johnson had a breakout game.
Johnson was given his first start of
the season against Waterloo, and
proceeded to make the coaches look
like geniuses. KJ led the team in
scoring and played 29 minutes of
hard-nosed defense. Look for the
two-sport star to
become a regular
among the start-
ing rotation.
Under the net,
Rhadi Knapp,
who's been more
consistent than a
heartbeat, fin-
ished with 13
points, 11
rebounds and
five blocked
shots.
Papadimitriou,
who has also had shooting woes of
late, finished with nine points, while
Adam Rogers chipped in with five
(including a monster follow upjam).
The Laurier bench contributed only
two points, both coming fromrookie
JeffDunning.
The loss to Waterloo, combined
with Laurier's 78-69 loss to the
Windsor Lancers on Wednesday
night leaves the teamwith a win-loss
record of 2-4. The Hawks will need
strong contributions from all their
key players if they are going to give
the Western Mustangs a good game
this Wednesday at home in the
Hawk's nest.
Scores
Men's Hockey
Laurier 3, Waterloo 5
Laurier 2, Waterloo 7
Record: 9-7-2
Women's Hockey
Laurier 5, Windsor 2
Laurier 5, Windsor 2
Record: 13-3-1
Men's Basketball
Laurier 69, Windsor
78
Laurier 50,
Waterloo 55
Record: 2-4
Women's Basketball
Laurier 50,
Windsor 36
Laurier 50,
Waterloo 38
Record: 3-10
Men's Volleyball
Laurier 0, Waterloo 3
Record: Unknown
Women's Volleyball
Laurier 3, Waterloo 2
Record: 8-7
ROCK SOLID: Curling Results
;• -Tournament: ••
Women (3-1)
W- Western (8-7)
W- Waterloo (6-5)
L-Windsor (3-8)
Men (2-3)
L-Western (10-11)
W-Brock (10-5)
L-Waterloo (7-8)
L- Windsor (5-7)
W-Lakehead (8-6)
Both teams look forward to improv-
ing their records as they travel to
Toronto for "Crossovers" where
EAST meets WEST. There will be a
total of 7 men's teams and 6
women's teams competing.
A swim at Mac
Cassandra Zawadowski
This past weekend the Wilfrid Laurier
University varsity swim team travelled
to McMaster University to take on both
McMaster and McGill in an exhibition
meet.
Both the Hawk men and women
performed well, but only managed a
third-place finish. Point-wise, the
women fell just short of McGill. The
men's results were fairly similar.
The best swims from the men
included Spencer Cowan, whowon the
50m breaststroke and finished a close
second in the 100 m version of the same
event. Mike Stelmach also had a good
day as he placed first in the 100 m but-
terfly.
For the women, Michelle Cruz won
the 50m backstroke despite being
hampered by a sprained ankle. Jenny
Cramm also turned in an impressive
and equally inspiring fourth place fin-
ish in the 100 m butterfly after already
racing both the 50m and 200 m butter-
fly earlier in the day
The Golden Hawks are currently
preparing themselves for the OUA
Championships which will take place in
February in St. Catharines at Brock
University. For the next two weeks, the
swim team will be working hard and
training for the playofls. That will be
followed by a one-week taper-period
(where training will be less intense)
before OUAs begin on February 11.
WLU will see their next action one
week from Friday, on February 4,
when they will host the Guelph
Gryphons. The meet will be held in the
AC where there is plenty of room for
any interested fans. The match is an
important one as the Hawks have a
chance to win their division title. The
meet will get underway at 6:30 pm.
Andrew Hamilton
Labatt Hockey Player of the Game
Versus Waterloo
After returning from an injury earlier this season, it took
AndrewHamilton some timeto find his stride. However, while the
Hawks have been going south the past couple of games with losses
to the Waterloo Warriors, Hamilton has played his best hockey of
the season. In the Hawks 5-3 loss on the 19th, Hamiltonwas one of
few Hawks to be an even plus minus, as he moved the puck well
and took care ofhis defensive responsibilities. Look for Hamiltonto
make a continued contribution as the Hawks seek to turn things
around.
Eric Ballantyne
Labatt Hockey Player of the Game
Versus Waterloo
In a 7-2 loss there is usually one or two players on the losing
team who still had a good game. This is just the case for Kitchener
native Eric Ballantyne. Ballantyne had a goal and an assist in the
Hawks second consecutive loss to the Waterloo Warriors. He was
also a surprising plus 1 on the night. The former Waterloo Siskin
will needto continue his strong two way effort as the Hawks try to
get things back together.
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Arts
Reconstructed Transcript Of
Mr. Walter D. ("Walt") DeLasandro Jr/s
Parents' Marriage's End, May 1956
"Don't love you no
more."
"Right back at you."
"Divorce your ass."
"Suits me."
"Except now what about the doublewide."
"I get the truck is all I know."
"You're saying I get the doublewide you get
the truck."
"All I'm saying is that truck out there's
mine."
"Then what about the boy."
"For the truck you mean?"
"You mean you'd want him?"
"You mean otherwise?"
"I'm asking are you are saying you'd want
him."
"You're saying you'd want him then."
"Look I get the doublewide you get the truck
we flip for the boy."
"That's what you're saying?"
"Right here and now we flip for him."
"Let's see it."
"For Christ's sake it's just a quarter."
"Just let's see it."
"Jesus here then."
"All right then."
"I flip you call?"
"Hows about you flip I call?"
"Quit screwing around."
Story by David Foster Wallace,
whom I promise to stop ripping off
just as soon as some more of you lazy
sonsabitches get of your worthless
asses and actually submit something.
I mean, do you want more useless
pictures of me sitting on some couch?
Is that it? Huh? Well? Damn you...
Paintings and Photos by Shyla Brennan
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Sizzling 7's Reward!
Two large 7 bedroom houses for We're placing a bounty on the head
rent. Both have: two kitchens, two ofany 7 person house. If you know of
Camp Trillium COMPUTER PRINTER bathrooms, free laundry, parking,
y 0 WOe
an available one you think we'd like,
A children's residential summer Deskjet 660 c Colour Printer 2 yrs. close to WLU, large common areas
mght 1 dreamt that SOmcb°dy
call Ryan at 886-5127. If we sign,
camp for kids
with cancer and their old, good condition. $100 or best and more. $315 + utilities.
loved me
"
(any°ne kn°W ° ne?)
you get the moolah.
families is looking for counselors/life- offer. Call 883-7897. 722-4556 or 722-4187
-Maneesh
guardVcooks/maintenanccvboat dri- Good Luck
vers/activity heads/nurses. Fun!
Need Quiet Qean Guy
WLUSP's Winter Carnival Team.
Classified Rates
Exciting! Rewarding! $$$! (Beg.
T°
Sorry I will be far away, but I'll make students:
June to End Aug.) Send Want an apartment like Rachel |^
USG °n zra
*
0 y rrun'
m
snow angels in the Winnipeg snow 30 words or
less $5
ASAR as most hir- an,l Moniea's?
questions can Ed at 883-7951
<» do my part -Your FavouriteEIC
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mg is completed by mid Feb.-April or ours fe more ljke Joey and
t'or questions ll hcl t /Jbi.
w
Fax Dan :(905)527-5314
Chandler's but use your imagina- HBjfJI Dnn't hncr mv roommates too badlv
Non-Students
Phone-(9051 527-1992 E-mail- « .cui «. Ijc -J￿ BHMKW
112 I-to bug y t t nactiy 30 words or less $7
T Subletters wanted for May to while I'm gone. Feed Carl. -Loopy 31-60 words $10
danwCcamptrillium.com August - a two bedroom apartment,
Guitar Lessons
each word over 60 $.10
TRAVEL - Teach English
close to school and across from
pe
"
ona|ize °, M ■ffIHRIHIMIIMi Semi-Display Ads
5 Day/40 Hr (April 5-9 2000) Lowes.
Its clean and pretty! Rent
styles4evels Day/evening classes.
M .50
TESOL teacher certification course negotiable (read: cheap) Call us for a rentral KW on bus route BA c * c n k
, , , ~, r. ut
oai nw9
c l k.w. d r ie. b.a. Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, •Prices includeGST
(or by correspondence). 1,000sof — Music. R.C.M. Michael Bennett 576- Student Groups' ~, ~ ~M • riir
jobs available NOW. FREE informa- 5 BedroomHouse 6881. pnT*i\™2m thta
"" """" n
44 Ir<\
.
xa7T t t i i_ i_
Eam $1,000 $1,500 t is S6lTl6Ster
fl (M)rof yK» pn »d Nichols Gunpus Guilr<\
fonpaefcage Ctee to WLU clean house cheap
KegParty?? ™th the easy Campus Information
Toll free 1-888-270-2941. utdihes (gas-heated), washer/gas
Rent a keg fridge from MBC KEG Services three-hour fundraising
Be Asad's Chauffeur! groc
®ry s re
' ' KOOLERS. We deliver and set-up the event No sales required. in t.r itussiftrf uds. KiUmn
Asad needs a ride...bad. Hasn'tgot- Mdge md keg(s) a( your conve Fundraisln g dates are filling quickly, ,M, Ur M
ten a ride in ages. Help the poor boy!
.VSWmonth. Gait
Ask us about our Keg Kits so call l-888-923-3238 today or visit miulingliirinon, Ulail livo lssuis. I)(!;ullill, B , pl;u, v
Fabulous 5 Call 741-7724. www.campusftindraiser.com!
mentislusdayaii^ixipm.
This 5 bedroom house is clean and >—
well kept. Features: two baths, large
Be a Member of the AIDS
™n™„„ area, free close to A-|, .. .^^ll
s=r—Gotany creative mm( a
AIDS Committee. Nonjudgemental
SummerDream Home! J
people willing to commit to 2.5 hour
Beautiful summer sublet available. // T
shifts of Street Outreach to promote
large rooms. INGROUNDPOOL Ij I I ' / V 'if
HIV/AIDS knowledge and preven-
anc* HOT TUB! Dishwasher and » i
*
A | |
lion. Please call 570-3687. laundiy
facUities. Qose to WLU.
Call Jill at 886-2135 yW
Resume Builder! JB
... , , nn
.
_
or Sarah at 886-6469. ■■■■■■■
Give to the Community! Volunteers
base. Think you caw do better? *750 says you can't
Alzheimer Disease. Two hour com-
ment- furnished, $35(Vmo. includ-
112 |if||9gkrkJ .
mitment for one year. Training pro-
ing, negotiable, free laundry and ?£>f|£)ol/11/1 WlllsK C IfYIH
cable. 20 min walk to WLU. Call Ann fIW/Vl O
Call Alzheimer Society 742-1422.
*t 888,743.
&HlleS dUC by MaTCH I 2000 IW VW COTtl OfflCC. NO BWlt ID
number of entries. What have you got Id lose?
Do you andFyour Mar**/* fuavo whmt ft tmtroo t0...
yo<#r <>wn
■' |Newest JFrat^rn^yl
':l I Th^r International Fraternity ofDelta TauDelta is ltM>kinfzJi>r
Froztncfirrs> Frc*rto*tr'Si-
j xj
Those men selected will combine a rich tradition with a
WORLD S 15IGGEST brand new direction and brotherhood at Wilfrid Laurier.
my y
Being a Delt ensures membership in one ofNorth America s most
IGHT LIGHT active andprogreisrve fraternitios.
"VISIT OUR 24 HOUR DRIVE THRU LOCATIONS"
McDonald's Restaurants located at 431 Highland Road West
in Kitchener and 362 King Street North in Waterloo
Drive Thru now open 24 hours a day, seven days a week
1999McOonokft Restaurantso(Canada axdutivsum McDonakft of Canadalimited and
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The following positions are up for election
:yi
WUSO
V ,WIU.SU dominations close at 12:00p.m. ne
r\<r
rT)\(2S
— ■'.- • ■ _____J / thisJWSttyf' Packages are avail-
» y
*" ~~
I I—_l / ab| e jn the student Union Office,
—I.
- 3rd Floor Fred Nichols Campus
v
v.
1 centre. t%yi fyja/cVy j<,
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/§/Keep an eye open for special edition
V ) I events brought to you by the Elections
*i JJ p IjL
YC&Jy JfJ 2000 Task Force. \
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